
DYNAMIC VOICE EXCHANGE



Dynamic Voice Exchange (DVX)
Access to our high-performance global voice network  
is now quicker and easier than ever before, thanks to  
our solution from Deutsche Telekom Global Carrier  
Dynamic Voice Exchange (DVX).

If you’re looking for an efficient means of extending both
your international voice footprint as well as service quality,
DVX is the answer. It offers fast access to our premium
network without the difficulty of negotiating and filling
complex contracts. Voice termination to any destination
worldwide can be immediately and securely obtained, with
all the benefits of working with a strong, Tier 1 provider.

Fast, transparent, cost-effective
DVX is an intelligent solution that provides extra-quick 
connectivity to Deutsche Telekom’s worldwide network.  
It is a pay-as-you-go service that keeps management 
exclusively in your hands over an online, 24/7 platform.  
This gives you complete control over your assets, allows  
over-the-air management of the service and dispels concerns 
about spending more than is available. From our side, the 
solution eliminates the need for complicated and laborious 
contractual guarantees.

A few simple steps are all that’s necessary to take advantage  
of Deutsche Telekom’s global voice network. Over our secure 
web portal, simply register and complete a basic agreement –  
and then deposit funds into your own, segregated trust account. 

A secure, top-rated international bank holds the funds, while 
withdrawals or even cancellation of services are possible at  
any time, without penalty.

Expand Global Connectivity
After registration, our global routes are immediately visible.
You can then buy routes, add IP addresses and easily manage 
billing. In addition, online, real-time reports are generated, 
which give insights into statistics such as Average Call Duration 
(ACD) and Answer Seizure Ratio (ASR). This transparency 
provides the best-possible means for managing ever-increasing 
volumes of service while keeping close track of expenditures.

A Tier 1 provider
With DVX, our customers enjoy the most efficient means of 
extending both their international footprint and service quality. 
In addition, thanks to our IP-PoPs in Hong Kong, New York and 
Frankfurt, based on our Next Generation Voice International 
(NGVi) platform, routing has never been more efficient. You 
can rely on the financial strength of Deutsche Telekom, which 
ensures our commitment to continual network expansion.

Highlights:

• Expand international voice footprint quickly and easily

• Pay-as-you-go service

• Customers control and manage own funds, 24/7

•  Simple: buy routes, add IP addresses, online reporting 
and billing

• No complex contract negotiations

• Secure, top rated international bank

• Fully compatible with smartphones and tablets

For more information, see: 
https://dvx.globalcarrier.telekom.com

Contact us: 
dvx@telekom.de
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